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“NUDUS SALTA! CEL’ ISKUSSTVA”’ 

ROBERT LOUIS JACKSON 

[...I B cnbman c He6a 30~: 
'(~OKHHb,cJIyxmeJIb,xpaMyKpaIIIeHHbIB6ecoB." 
I4 II Bexan... 
(V.I. Ivanov, ‘Palinodija’, 1937) 

KaK TsKenoXO~TbcpelZEInm~et 
~IIpIPHTBOpIITbC5IHe~O~6IIIHM, 
Ho6 mpeTparmecKoticTpacTefi 
flOBeCTBOBaTbeIseHemliBIIIHM. 

~,Bl-'JIX&bIBaJICbB CBOtiHOYHOtiKOLLIMap, 
CTpOiiHaXO#iTbBHeCTpOZtHOMBHXpeYyBCTBa, 
YTO6bIIIO 6neJ&Hbm 3apeBaMHCKyCCTBa 
Y3HaJIHZ'KEi3HHI'H6eJIbHO~IIO~ap! 
(Aleksandr Blok, May 10,191O) 

“Nudus Salta! qenbHCKyCCTBa- 
E~~~~OK~OBOB,~~~OKOB 
nOKa3aTb,KTOTbITaKOB, 
TeMHbIeIIOBe~aTbYyBCTBa 
3aIIOBeflHbIXTatHEiKOB- 
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Bee, ‘IT0 B OMJ’TaX POllTCJI 

HIon 6J’ECTrr~HM, rJIa.QKElM JIbfiOM, - 

PaCIIeYaTaTb MepTBbIZt JJOM, 

rn’Ae OT 6ena fiHH TaHTCIl 

~OJJCO3HaTeJIbHbIti COjJOM.” 

- MHe CBxII@HHa My3 Orpaa. 

xapy mcTbIx amapeti 

nap MO& - arHe4 nyuumB cTaga 

ki IIJIOpbI, IIepBHHbI Caa, 

He rne3rro aeromrpen. 

MysaM rOpHbIZt KJIKFI nOpOnb1 

MHJI M B IIyCTbIHIlX IIptipOflbI 

Yo6p H TMHH, H ,QMKIIti 3JIaK. 

fleZt WfCTHTeJIbHbIe BOJ@I, 

OTBpaTIICb, B IIOH3eMHbI8 MpaK. 
(Iz ‘Rimskogo dnevnika’, Rim, 18 fevralja 1944) 

Ivanov’s untitled poem appears in his ‘Rimskij dnevnik’ with the date Fe- 
bruary 18,1944. The poem is based on the final typescript copy of the poem. 
Three earlier typescript versions of the poem date from February 15 through 
17, 1944.2 The poem underwent some small but significant changes in those 
few days. In the course of my analysis I shall have occasion to refer to the 
evolution of the poem. 

The poem consists of four stanzas of five lines each. On the semantic 
plane the poem may be divided into two parts, each consisting of two 
stanzas. The first two stanzas - for convenience’s sake only I shall refer to 
them as part one of the poem - appear in quotation marks. In this part of the 
poem an unidentified persona issues a command: “Nudus salta!” (“Dance 
naked!“), declaring, in sum, that the “purpose of art” is to disclose the ca- 
vernous and carnal underground of human nature. In part two of the poem, 
that is, the third and fourth stanzas, the poet himself steps forth and, avoiding 
any direct polemic with the speaker in part one, declares his devout commit- 
ment to the Muses: a classical and pastoral world where art and the artist are 
characterized by their sacrificial and devotional functions. In the final line of 
the poem the poet returns to the theme of the underground, suggesting, with 
an imperative of his own, that art may play a purifying role in man’s dark 
underworld. 

Let me examine the poem in greater detail. 
Part one of the poem posits a hidden nether-world of “temnye [...I cuv- 

stva” (dark [...I feelings), a chthonic realm of passions out of sight and off 
limits. The poet speaks of “pokrovy” (covers), ‘okovy” (fetters), “zapoved- 
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nyj tajnik” (a secret hiding place or recess); he refers to “omuty [...I pod 
l’dom” (deep hollows or pits at the bottom of a river or lake3 [...I under the 
ice); a “mertvyj dom” and, finally - hiding in the dead house - an almost 
anthropomorphic ‘podsoznatel nyj Sodom”. 

Ivanov’s end rimes in the second, third and fifth lines of stanza one 
lead the reader to the nethermost “house” of debauchery - “1’ do&‘, “mertvyj 
dam”, “Sodom”. Enclosure is the dominant spatial motif in the first part of 
the poem. In the early drafts of the poem the “unconscious Sodom” is not 
only inhabiting the “dead house”, but is “hiding from God’s punishment” 
(“[...I gde ot BoZ’ich kar taitsja/podsoznatel’nyj Sodom”); in a second ver- 
sion “a spellbound Sodom” (“zakoldovannyj Sodom”) is hiding from God’s 
punishment (“[...I gde ot BoZ’ich kar taitsja/zakoldovannyj Sodom”). In the 
final typescript of the poem Ivanov replaced “ot BoZ’ich kar” with “ot bela 
dnja” and restored “podsoznatel’nyj Sodom”, thus veiling the notion that 
Sodom - our unconscious - is under a spell in the dead house and that his 
great antagonist is God. We may note in passing that Ivanov’s lines echo, 
though with a different emphasis, his view expressed in rjllinskaja religija 
stradaj&ego boga (The Hellenic Religion of the Suffering God), to wit, that 
“the principle of cosmos and order in everything, having effected a profound 
transformation of our inner primeval chaos yet not transformed it altogether, 
has outwardly subdued it and confined it to the sphere of the subconscious, 
whence it breaks out volcanically in destructive eruptions”.4 

The carnal instincts, then, have been committed to deep and dreamy 
dungeons. Art’s function, according to the speaker in part one, is to give full 
expression to man’s repressed or suppressed impulses and drives. In “danc- 
ing naked’ we cast off our “fetters”, our “covers”, our restraints and awaken 
the “unconscious Sodom”. Taken literally, the command “Nudus salta!” in 
Ivanov’s poem might be seen as a call for a dance of debauchery and death, a 
kind of danse macabre; esthetically the injunction to “unseal the dead house” 
(“raspeEatat’ mertvyj dom”) is a command to disclose human nature 
precisely and naturalistically. The purpose of art, one may conclude from the 
first two stanzas of the poem, is revelation of the flesh. The moral corollary 
of the speaker’s naturalism is “vse dozvoleno”. 

The speaker in the first part of the poem is very clear about his pre- 
scription: to “dance naked”, whether literally or figuratively, is not merely to 
disclose an aspect of ourselves hidden from the light of day, but “to show 
who you [i.e. we] are” (“pokazat’ kto ty takov”). Sodom, then, defines our 
identity. In unsealing the dead house we disclose carnal nature, that is, 
human nature. Thus the esthetic program of the speaker in part one is pre- 
dicated upon a distinct worldview - a thoroughly despiritualized view of 
man. 

Part two of Ivanov’s poem opposes the sacred world of the Muses to 
the profane world of Sodom. The poet, that is, the creator of the whole poem, 
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in contrast to the speaker in part one, acknowledges the existence of two 
worlds, each of which impinges upon the other. He himself, however, stands 
with the sacred and with the purified and purifying art that is organic to it. 

Before turning to the second part of the poem I would like to call at- 
tention to two literary allusions that fortify the poet’s critique of a de- 
spiritualized art and of a moral underground. I distinguish, of course, be- 
tween the point of view of the unidentified speaker in part one and the point 
of view of the poet - a view that embraces the entire poem and organizes for 
us an organic and integrated structure of images and meaning. 

The phrase “mertvyj dom” most obviously signals Dostoevskij’s pre- 
sence in the poem. Yet it is not only Zapiski iz mertvogo doma (or, for that 
matter, Zapiski izpodpol’ja) that is echoed here - to this specific allusion I 
shall return at the end of my discussion. The call to unseal the dead house 
and to awaken the unconscious Sodom brings to mind, also, the lugubrious 
and lubricious world of the “contemporary corpses” (“sovremennyj mert- 
vet”) in Dostoevskij’s pseudo-grotesque sketch, ‘Bobok’ - a work in which 
Dostoevskij parodies, among other things, the debased realism, or natura- 
lism, of a despiritualized world.’ This world finds its most perfect repre- 
sentative in the cynical and Sadean figure of Baron Klinevic. Awakening 
with other corpses and surveying a sepulchral world of still-living, yet 
rapidly decomposing corpses (only two months and then - “bobok”, “bo- 
bok”), Baron KlineviE (a variant of the Marquis de Sade) invites his fellow 
corpses in their remaining time unashamedly to engage in a debauch of 
unbridled sensuality. Like Sade, Baron KlineviE has a very clear sense of the 
role of narrative art in the breakdown of moral culture. He proposes a kind of 
symposium, or Decameron, of the dead, in which nobody will lie. Here is 
KlineviE’s “Nudus salta!“: 

- Mb1 Bee 6yneM sc.JIyx paccKa3blBaTb HaLIIM ElCTOpMtr M yme 

HHSerO He CTbIAHTbCII. 2 IIpeXHe BCeX IIpO ce6x PaCCKaXy. A, 

3HaeTe, ~3 nnoTos~brx. Bee 3~0 TaM Bsepxy 6bmo CBH3aHO 

l-HHJIbIMH BepeBKaMH. ~OJTOfi BepeBKH, U IIpOXHBeM 3TH HBa 

Mecsqa B CaMOB 6eccrbImoR IIpaBne! 3arOJIHMCSI M 06HaXHMCR! 

- 06HaXEiMCSI! 06HaXaMcR! - 3aKpHraJni ~0 Bee roJToca. 

- fi yXacH0, yxaCH0 xOYy 06HaXHTbCII! - B3BH3rZiBaJTa 

ABAOTb% kh-‘HaTbeBHa [. . .] 

- r.TIaBHOe, 9TO HHKTO He MOXeT HaM 3al-IpeTHTb. 

(“‘We’ll each tell our stories to the others and be ashamed of nothing. I’ll tell 
you about myself first of all. I’m a carnivore in essence, you see. Up there, 
all such things were held together with rotten ropes. Down with ropes! Let’s 
live these two months in the most shameless truth! Let’s bare our bodies and 
our souls!’ ‘Let us bare ourselves!’ cried all the voices. ‘I’m terribly, terribly 
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eager to bare myself,’ squealed Avdot’ja Ignat’evna [...I - The main thing is 
that nobody can stop us. [...I”) 

The frame narrator of ‘Bobok’ refers to this scene as “razvrat”, “razvrat 
poslednich upovanij, razvrat drjablych i gnijuSEich trupov” (“debauchery, de- 
bauchery of last hopes, debauchery of feeble and rotting corpses”). 

‘Bobok’ is Dostoevskij’s discourse on the moral and esthetics of the 
grave of contemporary society: Telling all is the literary corollary of moral 
“bezobrazie”; it preludes for Dostoevskij the final breakdown of moral cul- 
ture: the loss of all measure and restraint, the breaking of all taboos, im- 
minent death. It is no accident that in ‘Bobok’ the symptoms of a declining 
moral and social order are felt first of all in the breakdown of the sense of 
form. Dostoevskij provides several illustrations, for example: the narrator, 
Ivan IvanyE, who loses control of his language, whose “style” becomes 
hackneyed - “u tebja, govorit (moj prijatel’), slog menjaetsja, rublenyj. 
RubiS’, rubilf”’ (“your style is changing [...I It’s like mincemeat. You chop 
things finer and finer”); or the hackneyed artist who, painting in the style of a 
naturalistic realism, meticulously depicts the warts on the narrator’s face. 
“Idei-to net, tak oni teper’ na fenomenach vyezfajut. Nu i kak Ze u nego na 
portrete udalis’ moi borodavki, - Zivye! I&o oni realizmom zovut,” Ivan 
IvanyE exclaims ironically (“They don’t have any ideas, you see, so now they 
go to town on these phenomena. But what a job he did on my warts in the 
portrait - they’re alive! They call that realism”). 

Ivanov, in the first part of the poem, echoes the themes and imagery of 
‘Bobok’: unbridled sensuality, fetters (the “rotten ropes”), nakedness and 
shamelessness. In this connection, it is noteworthy that he foregrounds pre- 
cisely the motif of shamelessness in an early draft of his poem: 

Nudus Sdta! qeJ?b MCKyCCTBa, 

cBO6OmCb OT BCeX OKOB, 

He CTbIWCb, ST0 TbI TilK0B.e. (Ii T. JJ.) 

(my italics - R.L.J.) 

(“Nudus salta! The goal of art, / Freeing oneself from all chains, / showing 
no shame for what you are [...I”) 

For poetic-semantic reasons, Ivanov changed the second and third lines 
to read: “Bez pokrovov, bez okov, / Pokazat’ kto ty takov”. On semantic and 
sound levels “Bez pokrovov” inaugurates the refrain of fetters that echo in 
the rimes of the second, fourth and fifth lines of stanza one (“okov”, “-akov”, 
“Gkov”). Ivanov dropped the words “ne stydjas”’ - yet shamelessness is 
clearly implicit in the moral-esthetic program of the unidentified speaker: 
“Nudus salta! [...I Bez pokrovov”. The word “pokrov” means “cover”, but it 
also has an important related use, as in “Pokrov presvjatyja Bogorodicy” - 
the Protective veil of the Virgin or in the feast of the Intercession. Thus an art 
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or esthetic that tears away the “pokrov” not only is shameless, but is im- 
plicitly devoid of spiritual-religious guidance or patronage. Such an esthetic 
opens up the abyss of metaphysical evil - a phenomenon that preoccupies 
Gogol’ in his story ‘Portret’. 

In the second part of Ivanov’s poem the action shifts from darkness to 
the “light of day” (“bela dnja”). Here we cannot but note a contiguity be- 
tween Ivanov’s poem and TjutEev’s ‘Den’ i noE”. Ivanov’s “pod blestjaSEim, 
gladkim I’dom”, his “bela dnja”, his “pokrov” recalls TjutEev’s “Den’ - sej 
blistatel’nyj pokrov” (“Day - that brilliant cover”) which hides the “bezy- 
mjannaja bezdna” (“nameless abyss”). 

fleHb - Ceti 6JIHCTaTeJIbHbIZt IIOKpOB - 

AeHb, 3eMHOpOmbIX O)KHBJIeHbe, 

&IIIU 6onmueB ucueneme, 

Apyr ye.noBeKoB R 60rOB! 

Ivanov’s poem, as I shall point out again, echoes the motif of healing 
(“iscelenie”) at its conclusion. The coming of night, however, in TjutEev’s 
poem brings an ominous baring of the abyss: 

Ho MepKHeT AeHb - HaCTaJIa H04b; 

~lWIIIJIa - U MUpa pOKOBOl-0 

TKaHb 6naroJ4aTHyK) IIOKpOBa, 

COpBaB, OTbpaCbIBaeT IlpOVb.. . 

I? 6ea.rura HaM 06nameHa 
co CBOHMU CTpaxaMa II MrJIaMR, 

ki HeT IIperpaJI Mex He& R HaMIi - 

BOT oT9ero nahi HoYb cTpama. 

The theme of “obnagenie” is central to both Dostoevskij’s ‘Bobok’ and Iva- 
nov’s poem. TjutEev does not link “obnagenie” with the motif of sensuality, 
but I think the suggestion is there. What “no?” does in TjutEev’s poem is 
what Ivanov’s speaker in part one calls upon art to do: it tears away the “po- 
krov”, or cover, and opens up the abyss: Ivanov’s “tajnik”, “omut”, “mertvyj 
dom”, “Sodom”. In Dostoevskij’s subterranean dead house and Ivanov’s 
underworld of the unconscious what is particularly ominous and terrible, to 
put it in TjutEev’s words, is that “there are no barriers between the abyss and 
us” (“I net pregrad me2 nej i nami”). That is, the abyss is in us. 

Unlike TjutEev, however, Ivanov in his poem distances himself from 
his abyss by putting it in quotation marks, that is, making it the pronounce- 
ment of somebody else. Yet the poetic and dramatic power of part one sug- 
gests that the poet, even as he resolutely turns away from the abyss, fully 
acknowledges its depth and temptation, its power in human nature. Part one 
ends with the impressive and terrifying words: “Podsoznatel’nyj Sodom” - 
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terrifying precisely because Sodom is not an external, visible enemy belong- 
ing to the day, but an internal, intangible, nocturnal enemy who inhabits the 
dungeon of the spirit and attacks by stealth. 

This motif of turning away from the abyss is apparent not only in the 
final line of the whole poem, but in the opening line of part two: “Mne 
svjaSEenna Muz ograda”. The poet in part two of his poem does not engage 
in a point by point refutation of the views on art set forth in part one; he does 
not use prescriptive language; he does not heavy-handedly say: “the purpose 
of art” is this and that. He approaches his theme indirectly, but personally. 
“Mne svjaSEenna Muz ograda”. He forcefully reminds us here that he is not 
the speaker in the first two stanzas. His habitation is not “le dom (l’dom)“, 
not the “mertvyj dom”, not “Sodom”. His use of the word “svjaSEenna” im- 
mediately marks the shift from the profane world of the underground to the 
high ground of the sacred. 

What is it that is sacred to the poet? “Muz ograda”. The word “ograda” 
may be understood in two related ways: it may mean enclosure or fence or 
wall, but it may also mean the protection or patronage that somebody affords. 
And, indeed, the poet places himself under the protection or guardianship of 
the Muses (the theme of “ograda”, it should be noted in passing, picks up the 
earlier image and motif of “pokrov”, or Protective veil, in the poem’s sub- 
text). Yet “ograda” also means “enclosure”, as I have noted. Sacred to the 
poet is the enclosure of the Muses (“Muz ograda”). He chooses the classic 
sacred ground and patronage of the Muses, of Dionysia - grounds (I cite 
Ivanov’s words in Hellenic Religion) where “great art” was born in the Dio- 
nysian rites and sacrifices, or services. Ivanov’s “Muz ograda” most certainly 
alludes to a specific part of the Acropolis. Thus he writes again in Hellenic 
Religion: 

This enclosure, which housed a theater and two temples of different 
antiquity, was the most important arena of Dionysiac art. Here the 
tragic muse first revealed herself to the human spirit in beauty’s 
unfading forms. 

Dionysiac worship or ritual, resulting in the art form of tragedy, is - in 
Ivanov’s Hellenic Religion - a conflation of both Apollonian and Dionysiac 
elements, of both suffering and harmony: as in “rightful raving” - a madness 
expressing itself in sacred and prophetic ravings and raptures. “A fine line 
divided the redemptive from the destructive effects of the terrible Dionysiac 
element,” writes Ivanov in Hellenic Religion. “They found rapture on the 
edge of the abyss, in the whirlwind of orgies, in the breath of a frenzied god.” 

How much of this vision of paradoxical and paroxysmal Dionysiac 
religious ethos, we may ask, is to be found in Ivanov’s late poem “Nudus 
salta!“? Do the Apollonian and Dionysiac, destructive and redemptive, the 
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sacred and the profane fuse with one another in Ivanov’s poem as they do in 
Hellenic Religion? Do they exist in creative tension with one another as they 
do in Ivanov’s later ‘Precepts of Symbolism’ (‘Zavety simvolizma’) - an 
essay in which Ivanov finds in TjutEev’s imagery and poetic thought the 
matrix of Russian Symbolism. The artist (and man), Ivanov writes there, in 
order to preserve his individuality, 

limits his thirst to merge with the “limitless” [bespredel’nym], his 
striving for “oblivion” [samozabveniju], for “annihilation” [uniEto- 
Zeniju], for “a blending with the slumbering world” [smegeniju s 
dremljuSEim mirom]. 

He turns to the clear forms of daytime existence, to the patterns of 
“the gold-clothed veil” [zlatotkannogo pokrova] thrown by the gods 
onto “the mysterious world of spirits” [mir tainstvennych duchov], 
onto “the nameless abyss” [bezdnu bezymjannuju], that is, the 
[abyss] that does not find its name in the language of daytime 
consciousness and external experience [...I. 

Yet at the same time Ivanov insists on the centrality of the Dionysian element 
in experience and art. 

And nonetheless [i vse 21, the most valuable moment in experience 
and the most prophetic in creation is submergence in that con- 
templative ecstasy where there are “no barriers” between us and the 
“naked abyss” that opens up - in Silence.’ 

The worlds of TjutCev’s “den”’ and “noE”’ (“we now call them Apol- 
lon and Dionysus,” Ivanov remarks in ‘Zavety’)” seem to complement each 
other in Ivanov’s explication. In “Nudus salta”, however, the Apollonian- 
Dionysiac tension or dialogue has been radicalized and transformed into 
stark antitheses and choices.” It is a sober and chastened poet (like the per- 
sona of Blok’s poem in the epigraph of this essay) that composes in 1944 the 
cautionary, almost didactic “Nudus salta”. Ivanov no longer celebrates “sub- 
mergence in that contemplative ecstasy where there are ‘no barriers’ between 
us and the ‘naked abyss”‘. The silent abyss now emerges as an ominous, 
carnal, Dostoevskian “podpol’e”‘2 - one which has its own spokesman. The 
“mertvyj dom”, on the one hand, and the “Muz ograda”, on the other, stand 
in stark opposition to one another, despite the clear identification of the 
“ograda” with Ivanov’s beloved sacred grounds of Dionysus. Dionysus is 
“more mighty in the soul of TjutEev than is Apollon”, Ivanov wrote in 
‘Zavety’.13 In “Nudus salta”, however, we may say that Apollon is “more 
mighty” in the soul of Ivanov than is Dionysus, that is, it is Apollon who 
establishes the terms and direction of the dialogue in “Nudus salta”. 
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PuSkin in ‘Poet’ speaks of Apollon calling upon the poet to participate 
in “sacred sacrifice” (“Poka ne trebuet poeta / K svjaSEennoj Zertve Apol- 
lon”). In ‘Poet i tolpa’ he refers to the poet’s art in terms of “sluzen’e, altar’ i 
ZertvoprinoSen’e”. These motifs recur in Ivanov’s poem. The fires of Iva- 
nov’s “Eistych altarej” seem readied for a ritual cleansing and purification of 
the soul of its “podsoznatel’nyj Sodom”. And, indeed, the motif of healing, 
of “iscelenie”, is central to the poem. Yet these sacred fires stand ready for 
another symbolic offering: 

Xapywimbrxan-rapefi 
AapMoP-aarHeqnyvUrHZtcT~a 
tiITJIOJ&I,IIepBEiHbIC~a, 
He rne3no rreTonbrpet. 

The poet’s “da?‘, his “gift” - the “agnec 1uESij stada, plody, perviny 
sada” - contrasts strikingly with the “gnezdo netopyrej”: bats, creatures of 
the caverns and of the night who lie outside or beneath the sacred grounds of 
the Muses. The poet’s “gift” (“dar”), of course, is also his “talent” (“da?), 
the art he dedicates to the Muses. That art with all its “fruits” is a product of 
his higher nature, not his darker side, the “nest of bats”, the hellish world that 
he, like Dante, has passed through both as man and poet; for while the poet is 
not the speaker in part one of the poem, the speaker nonetheless is part of the 
poet and his experience. The negativity of that nocturnal world of bats and of 
the poet’s emphatic rejection of it are conveyed obliquely in the thrice re- 
peated syllables “ne, ne, ne” that structure the phrase: “Ne, gnezdo netopy- 
rej”. l4 

The nest of bats signals a steep, if momentary, descent into the ca- 
vernous underworld. Space here is oppressive. In his choice of the Muses the 
poet also moves in a world of defined limits: the enclosure with its rituals of 
service and sacrifice. Yet in choosing the enclosure (“Muz ograda”), the 
world of Apollonian form, the poet in fact moves into the high and open 
spaces of the spirit, a divinized world of nature governed by the cyclical 
rhythms and rituals of the pastoral world of animal husbandry, the orchard, 
the garden and the desert. 

The opening of the last stanza of the poem marks a radical ascent to the 
mountains: the highest point in the poem and in the poem’s mythic universe. 
The habitation of the Muses is not a deep, not a dungeon, not a cavern inha- 
bited by bats, but the mountains where water - not the roiling water in dark 
hollows at the bottom of a river, but the water of the pure spring - comes 
forth from the rock strata.” The “gomyj kljuE parody” of Ivanov’s poem 
surely alludes to the Castalian Spring (sacred to the Muses) on the slopes of 
Pamassus in Greece. The mountain has two peaks, both frequented by the 
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Muses: one peak was sacred to Dionysus and the other to Apollo. Dear to the 
Muses, too, are the herbs and grasses that flourish in the deserts of nature. 

The poem’s final two stanzas with its references to “sad”, “plody”, the 
pair of spices “Eobr i tmin”, “gornyj kljt.2 porody” and “Eistitel’nye vody” 
may also echo lines, or images, from the biblical ‘Song of Songs’ (‘Pesn’ 
pesnej’), particularly from chapter iv, 14-16: 

13: 
PaccapLInKn anon - ca,q c 
rpaHaTOBbIMHII6JTOKaMB,C 
IIpeBOCXOJ@IbIMMI7L'O,@MJf,KHIIepbI CHap,QaMH. 

14: 
Hapn N z.ua&paq anp H rcopnqa co 
BCIMHMM~JT~~OBOHH~IMH nepesar+ni, 
MElppaHanOt COBCsKaMHJIYgLUIIMII 
apoMaTaMn; 

15: 
C~OBbItiHCTOYHJiK-KOnO,@Z3bJKHBbIX 
BOA N 170~0~11 cJInaana. 

16: 
Ilo,wniwicbBeTepcceBepa~ 
npa~ecacbc~ra,noBe~nacw~oi%,-x 
l7OJIblOTCJZapOMiWbI WO! nYCTbl-Ip%QeT 
BO3JIIOtiJIeHHbIZtMOZtB Cl4ACBOtH 
BKyLLIaeTcJIamne lllIO,@bI ero.16 

Allusions to the ‘Pesn’ pesnej’ in Ivanov’s poem would also mark a logical 
shift in the poem from the unbridled sensuality of “Sodom” in the first part of 
the poem to a richly sensuous, lyric eroticism of ‘Pesn’ pesnej’ - an eroti- 
cism that constitutes a lofty counterpart to that of the “zapovednyj tajnik”. 

The fourth and final stanza of Ivanov’s poem starts in the mountains 
and descends to the desert. The descent, however, ends at the entrance to the 
underground. The poem that begins with a command ends with another com- 
mand: 

~eztWCTHTeJIbHbIeBO~b1, 
OTBpaTIICb,BI=IO,l.J3eMHbI~ MpaK. 

Here is the poet Ivanov’s most overt statement (significantly in the shape of 
an image) on the function of great art. The most lofty role of art is cathartic: 
purification of man’s dark instinctual underworld - the “podzemnyj mrak”. 
Indeed, Ivanov’s whole poem performs this function. The poet, paradoxical- 
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ly, does in his poem what the speaker in part one calls upon art to do: he un- 
seals the dead house, but not to celebrate the dark instincts of human nature, 
but to spiritualize, or, at least, to neutralize them. 

The poet “turns away” as he pours his purifying waters into the 
poisonous subterranean darkness. His gesture contains an element of moral 
revulsion, but, I believe, not squeamishness. The poet, after all, already has 
descended into the underground and ascended to the heights of the Muses. 
He now returns to the underground entrance not to descend into it again but, 
like Dostoevskij in Zapiski iz mertvogo doma, symbolically to reclaim it. 
Thus Ivanov’s poem, like Dante’s Commedia and Dostoevskij’s Mertvyj 
dom, is simultaneously a testimonial, an initiation and an act of redemption. 
As a work of art - here I borrow words from Ivanov’s Hellenic Religion - 
the poem is a kind of “spiritual reeducation which the contemporary psyche 
undoubtedly needs”. 

Such were the thoughts of VjaEeslav I. Ivanov on the question of art 
February l&1944. 

Ivanov’s “Nudus salta” completes a movement that is already drama- 
tically signalled in ‘Palinodija’ (‘Recantation’, 1927): 

ki TBOZt l2iMeTCKHfi Mea yxeilb MeHII IIpeCbITEiJI? 

ki3 p0aI.l MHpTOBOZt KTO TBOZt KyMMp ITOXUTHJI? 

kinb B BeIqeM ymace II CaM ero pa36m? 

Ymenn II Te6a, Elmma, pa3nm6m? 

Ho, AyXOM 06HHIUaB, TBOeti He 3HaJI II JTaCKH, 

ki XyTKII CTaJIH MHe HyLLIH He~BH~HOt MaCKM. 

ki TeX HmMeHHbIX CBeT, I1 WM BBKJIMJJOB CTpOzt. 

KOI’Aa x, IIOH3eMHbIX &IetiT pa3bIMWiBOZt l7 EIrpOZt 

B ypOYHbIZt Sac OXSIB, JIEiWiHbI l-IOJIOti OSH 

MSITexHOIO TOCKOB HeyKpOTtiMOfi HOW, 

KaK BCTapb, ElCl-IOJIHBJIlDZb - II CJIbIIIIaJI C ne6a 30B: 

“nOKHHb, CJTylWiTeJIb, XpaM yKpaIIIeHHbIfi 6ecoB.” 

ki R Gema, M eM B IIpemOpbsX @iSaHAb 

MOJIYaHbx JJJiKEiR MeA I4 2CeCTKHe aKpWb1. 

The persona of ‘Palinodija’ presents himself as one who had not merely 
inhabited the “decorative temple of the devils”, but as one (“sluiitel”‘) who 
had served the cult of that temple. Like the traveller Dante in ‘Purgatorio I’, 
the poem’s narrator has just escaped from the underground. His condition is 
purgatorial: “[. . .] em v predgor’jach Fivaidy / MolEan’ja dikij med i Zestkie 
akridy.” 

In “Nudus salta” the poet’s connection with the devils’ temple has been 
completely severed. Only the unexpectedly personal and demonstrative line, 
“Mne svjaSEenna Muz ograda”, hints, perhaps, that the poet’s choice of the 
Muses may also have come with a struggle. The poet, in any case, now 
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identifies himself with the purifying springs of the mountains and the lofty 
dwelling places of the muses. Yet the poet, as we have seen, has not aban- 
doned entirely the world of Dionysian art. Rather, he has purified it. Even in 
‘Palinodija’ Ivanov does not state directly that he had “fallen out of love” 
with Hellas. He only asks in astonishment whether he has, indeed, fallen out 
of love (“Weli ja tebja, fillada, razljubil?“). The answer, as “Nudus salta” 
confirms, is yes and no. The poet has turned away from the devil’s dead 
house, but not entirely from the classical world. 

‘Palinodija’ not only marks the poet’s escape from the temple of the 
devils, but his return to the Apollonian world of PuSkin. Not accidentally 
does Ivanov’s poem, in theme and imagery, echo PuSkin’s disenchantment in 
‘V naEale fizni’ (1830) with the immobile sculptured, classical, underground 
world of “idols” (“kumiry, Del’fijskij idol, sladostrastnyj [. . .] 1Zivyj ideal - 
volSebnyj demon”) in the “alien garden” of his youth; and echo, equally, 
PuSkin’s renewed allegiance (in his 1830 poem) to the humble and heavenly 
beauty and wisdom of his Madonna-like mentor of school days. 

Ho a~~a~an~ee6ece~b1~ano. 
MeHRcMyIqaJIacrporaaKpaca 
Ee SeJIa,CIIOKO~HbIXYCTHB3OpOB, 
~IIOJIHbIeCBIITbIHHCJlOBeCa. 

The poet who had strayed - “i Easto ja ukradkoj ubegal / v velikolepnyj mrak 
EuZogo sada” - now recalls the “stern beauty” (“strogaja krasa”) of his 
sanctified teacher, gives heed to her stern guidance: 

Ho BWCOM BenHqaBasrmeHa 
HW u.x~ono1O~ag3op xpawi.nac-rporo. 

The “gloom” of the classical garden into which the young PuSkin 
“escapes” (“ubegal”) as a youth, the mature Ivanov “escapes” from (“beZa1”). 
Ivanov in ‘Palinodija’ responds to a “call from heaven”, but it is also a call 
from PuSkin, the poet of absolute truths.‘* 

In “Nudus salta” Ivanov completes a movement from tjlllinskaja religija 
through ‘Zavety simvolizma’ and ‘Palinodija’. Old passions, old idols, have 
been cast out or exorcized; old syntheses outgrown. Not the gloom of 
Dostoevskij’s ‘?underground”, not the ambiguous Dionysiac world, but PuS- 
kin’s lofty Apollonian realm of “sluZen’e, altar’ i ZertvoprinoSen’e” is cele- 
brated. What emerges in the poem is the outline of a new synthesis of a puri- 
fied classicism and Christianity. Of Christianity nothing is said in the poem, 
but what is indicated is unmistakeable: “Dar moj - agnec 1uCSij stada.” 
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NOTES 

An earlier condensed version of this essay, read at the Sixth International 
Symposium of the Vyacbeslav I. Ivanov Convivium in Budapest (June 12-16, 
1995). was published under the same title in Studia Slavica Academiae 
Scientiarum Hungaricae, 41, Budapest 1996, pp. 87-95. 
The original variants may be found in the archives of Vjazeslav I. Ivanov 
under the care of Dmitrij V. Ivanov in Rome. 
Also a whirlpool, or rapid currents swirling in deep hollows or pits at the 
bottom of a river. A well known Russian proverb runs: “V tichom omute Eerti 
vodjatsja”, that is, under the quiet surface much that is devilish, unpleasant or 
simply unexpected may be taking place. 
My citations in English here and elsewhere in my text from Ivanov’s 
k?llinskaja religija stradajuSZego boga are taken from Carol Anschuetz’s Eng- 
lish translation, The Hellenic Religion of the Suffering God, scheduled for 
publication by Yale University Press in 1998. 
See my discussion of ‘Bobok’ in The Art of Dostoevsky. Deliriums and 
Nocturnes, Princeton, NJ 1981, pp. 288-303. 
Gogol’s corrupted painter in ‘Portret’, depicting reality in a naturalistic way, 
not only opens up a demonic reality, but becomes an instrument of evil, of the 
devil. The “faithful, slavish imitation of nature”, Gogol’ writes in the second 
version of ‘Portret’, is like a “transgression” c‘prostupok”); it affects you 
“like a piercing, discordant scream”. See my essay, ‘Gogol’s “The Portrait”: 
The Simultaneity of Madness, Naturalism, and the Supernatural’, in Essays 
on Gogol. Logos and the Russian Word (edited by Susanne Fusso and 
Priscilla Meyer), Evanston, Illinois 1992, pp. 105-111. 
“L’dom”: Is there an echo here to the once popular historical novel Ledjanoj 
dom (1835) by Ivan I. LaZeEnikov (1792-1869)? The central image of the 
novel, an “ice palace” (“ledjanoj dvorec”) actually existed. In LaZeEnikov’s 
novel ‘Ledjanoj dom’ is a symbol of the reign of Anna Ioannovna and des- 
potic authority; it casts a shadow on all aspects of the novel’s intrigue and 
passions. The “ice house”, then, is a fitting image for Ivanov’s dark and omi- 
nous underworld. 
One detects in the poem, as in a medieval palimpsest, a faint trace of the 
“breath of a frenzied god”. Ivanov’s oxymoronic “zapovednyj tajnik” may 
constitute a reminiscence of Dionysiac “rapture at the edge of the abyss”. 
“Zapovednyj tajnik” does not lend itself to easy translation. “Tajnik” has the 
meaning of “hiding place”, “cache”, of “recess”. “Zapovednyj” is often used 
in the sense of reserve, e.g. “zapovednyj les” - “forest reserve”, “preserve” or 
“sanctuary” - a place where one may be forbidden to go, or, in any case, 
where one is forbidden to cut down trees. “Zapovednyj” carries with it the 
idea of prohibition, but also the notion of the “sacral” or the “holy” (see, for 
example, “zapoved”’ - precept, commandment, as in the ten commandments). 
The notion of a “zapovednyj tajnik”, then, presents a disturbing ambiguity of 
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meaning. In the context of the stanza the phrase suggests something sinister: a 
secret hiding place or dwelling where morally reprehensible things take place; 
yet in the Dionysiac context this same hiding place may be a holy place, 
recesses or grounds where primitive rites, rituals or sacrifices, may take place. 
“Zapovednyj tajnik”, in this interpretation, takes on the character of a secret, 
yet sacred place of corruption, or, to borrow words from Frazer’s The Golden 
Bough, a place where “holiness and pollution are not yet differentiated”. 
See ‘Zavety simvolizma’, in VjaEeslav Ivanov, Sobranie soCinenij, II, Brus- 
sels 1974, pp. 590, 591. 
Ibid., p. 591. 
Ivanov seems to have taken leave of the orgiastic underground with a shud- 
der: “Nikogda ne dopuskaet v sebe podpol’e,” Ivanov is reported to have said 
on one occasion to his daughter, Lydia Ivanova (from a conversation between 
Vasily Rudich [Yale University] and Lydia Ivanova). See also Ivanov’s poem 
‘Palinodija’ (1927), discussed in this essay, for an expression of his renun- 
ciation at least of the “devils” (“besy”) of the Dionysiac world. 
Ivanov’s “mertvyj dam”, of course, is Dostoevskij’s “podpol’e”. 
Ibid. 
The dark and unsettling connotations of “gnezdo netopyrej” find support in 
the Russian folk saying: “Netopyr’ zaletaet v dom, k bede.” Ivanov must also 
have been familiar with the lascivious couplet that belongs to the Dubia of 
PuSkin: “Deva, nog ne topyr’ / zaletit netopyr’.” 
The water, of course, comes from down below, but is purified in the mountain 
spring. 
I am grateful to Professor Marina Kostalevsky of Bard College for calling my 
attention to possible reminiscences of images in Ivanov’s poem to the ‘Song 
of Songs’, as well as for some other helpful comments. 
In the original manuscript and in Sovremennye zapiski (Vol. LXV, 1937) 
where the poem was published for the first time, the penultimate word in the 
8th line read: “bezumjaBEej” instead of “razymEivoj”. For an exhaustive 
analysis of ‘Palinodija’, see Pamela Davidson’s recent essay, ‘Hellenism, 
Culture and Christianity: The Case of Vyacheslav Ivanov and His “Palinode” 
of 1927’, Russian Literature and The Classics (edited by Peter I. Barta et al.), 
Amsterdam 1996, pp. 83-116. 
In his discussion ‘The Nest of Gentlefolk and the “Poetry of Marriage and the 
Hearth”‘, Waclaw Lednicki refers to Pugkin as the poet of “absolute truths 
and the laws which derive from these truths, [laws which] in the poet’s opi- 
nion, govern man’s life inexorably”. See Bits of Table Talk on Pushkin, Mic- 
kiewicz, Goethe, Turgenev and Sienkiewicz, The Hague 1956, p. 60. Led- 
nicki earlier expounded these views in his book, Aleksander Puszkin, Cracow 
1926. 


